According to Moeljatno, Criminal Law is a part of a country's legal system that prohibits certain acts with the threat of sanction for those who break said laws, determines when and in what cases such punishments should be imposed upon those who commit said acts and determines precisely how punishments should be carried out in the event that a person is accused of such acts. This paper will analyse Constitutional Court Decision No. 77/PUU-XII/2014 and Decision No. 21/PUU-XII/2014 regarding Criminal Law reform. Looking to the theory of procedural criminal law, an indictment of cumulative charges of money laundering re uires that the underlying predicate o ences be proven. If, for e ample, the predicate o ence is corruption, the corruption must be proven as multiple crimes have been committed by the same suspect, namely corruption leading to money laundering. the Decision of the Pretrial Judge of the Court of South Jakarta, Sarpin Rizaldi, and Constitution Court Decision No. 21/PUU-XII/2014 on the review of Article 77 of Act No. 8 Year 1981 concerning the Law of Criminal Procedure broadened the range of pretrial objects and greatly a ected the principles of formal criminal law.
I. INTRODUCTION
The reform era criminalization of money laundering in Indonesia was To whom is addressed the criminal law or criminal law adresat Who? What was intended only for o enders rules of criminal law and hence they punished?
Or is addressed to the law enforcement agencies to enforce the rules so that there is tra c on the social life of a country? In addition to the legal, human life in a morally guided human society itself, governed also by religion, by the rules of propriety, decency, customs and other social norms, said by Mochtar Kusumaatmadja. 2 The existence of such sanctions can not be separated from other areas of the law if people are to obey them. These sanctions give Criminal Law a unique place within the law as a whole, namely that, according to scholars,
Criminal Law should be seen as an ultimatum remedium, the last e ort in improving the actions of the people, and naturally its implementation should be with the tightest possible restrictions. In Indonesia, those acts which are considered criminal are subject to the Principle of Legality, namely, all criminal acts are determined by the legislation (Article 1 Paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code). For those who have committed a criminal act and are faced with sanctions, it is still not certain that all such individuals should receive punishment. Indeed, in the punishment of those accused of criminal conduct, there is the principle, "no punishment where there is no fault" (Geen straf zonder schuld) which re ects the principle in English Criminal Law, Actus non facit reum, nisi mens sit rea, an act does not make a person guilty unless the mind is guilty. According to Article 28I Paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution, the right not to be prosecuted based on a retroactive law is a basic human right and as such may not be reduced under any circumstances.
Simons de nes a criminal act (stra aarfeit) as any act which faces the threat of sanction, which is against the law, which is considered an o ence and which is conducted by an individual who is competent to take responsibility.
an amel de nes stra aarfeit as an act conducted by a person that is against the law, that is liable for punishment and that is commited with intent. If seen in the light of these explanations, we can see the follow:
1. that 'feit' in 'stra aarfeit' refers to behaviour or conduct;
2. that stra aarfeit is related to wrongdoing by an individual.
The Criminal Act of Money Laundering is an e ort to obscure the origins of the proceeds from criminal activity such that it appears to have been earned through legitimate e orts. The process of money laundering follows the stages of placement, incorporating the illegitimate gains into the nancial system, layering, $4,255,625.39 (551 F Supp. 314 1982) . Since then, the term has entered into common usage. According to Sarah N. Welling, money laundering begins with the possession of "dirty money", which can come from two sources. The rst source of dirty money or illegitimate that Welling o ers is tax evasion, whereby money is made through legitimate means, but the full amount is not reported to the Government for the purposes of calculating taxes, so that fewer taxes are paid than should be. 
T e rocess o oney a nderin
It is not easy to prove an instance of money laundering due to the immense complexity inherent in the activity. owever, experts have classi ed the stages of the process as follows:
Placement
This is the act of taking funds earned through illegitimate means and incorporating them into the nancial system of the relevant country so that they be combined with "clean" or legitimate funds. This can be done by smuggling the dirty money overseas and depositing it into a bank account with clean money. Other variations include depositing cash into a deposit account, into company shares or converting and transferring the money through foreign currency.
Once the money has been deposited into a bank account, it can be transferred to other accounts either in the same country or even overseas.
Thus, the money does not just enter into the country's nancial system but becomes combined with the global system.
Layering
The second stage involves removing the traces and obscuring the origins of the dirty money. This can be done by transferring funds from multiple accounts to di erent locations or from one country to another, and often multiple transactions are made, fragmenting the funds and making their origins much harder to trace. Layering often includes transferring money in foreign currencies, buying shares and making derivative transactions amongst other techniques. In fact, the depositor of layered funds is often not the initial owner, as the funds might have already gone through several stages of layering previously.
Through these transactions, the owner of the funds attempts to remove all connections between the funds and the initial illegitimate means through which they were acquired so that, after a complex series of movements and transactions, the monies can no longer be traced back to their origin by nancial authorities or law enforcers.
Often, funds are transferred by or between dummy companies, relying on bank privacy policies and attorney client privileges to hide the individual's identity through complex transaction networks.
Integration
This is the consolidation of funds that have gone through the stages of placement and layering so that they can be used safely in legitimate activities without them having any traceable connection to the illegitimate activities through which the funds were rst acquired. These funds can be "Considering that, according to Article 69 of Act 8 2010, there is no necessity to prove predicate crimes, should the applicant request that predicate crimes be proven rst, the Court supposes that in cases where the perpetrator of the predicate crime has died and as a result the case has been closed, then the recipient of the laundered money can never be tried pending the proof rst of the predicate crime. There is a injustice when an individual who is known to have pro ted from money laundering cannot be tried only because the predicate crimes have not rst been proved. The people of Indonesia will surely condemn that such an individual be allowed to escape justice thus. Nevertheless, the crime of money laundering does not stand alone but must be related to predicate crimes, for how can there be money laundering with no predicate crime? If the predicate crime cannot be proved rst, it should not prevent the trial of the money laundering case. While it is not exactly the same, in the Criminal Code it has been recognised (Article 480 of the Criminal Code) that in the case of fencing, predicate crimes need not be proved rst. Based on these considerations, the Court concludes that the applicant's argument a quo has no legal grounds."
This decision from the Constitutional Court was a breath of fresh air in the ght against money laundering. The aforementioned Act No. 8 of 2010 was not written to combat predicate crimes but is a formulation that can and should be used to maximise the imposition of predicate criminal acts articles because the usual modes and characteristics of money laundering are seen as multiple crimes in that they are a combination of the predicate crimes and the money laundering itself. Moeljatno states that in de ning criminal acts, as it is a compound word, the basis of understanding is to be found in the second word, in this case "act".
It is clear that the term Criminal Act refers to the act and not to any person implicated in said act, even though there is an undeniably close relationship between the act and the actor that cannot be severed. Therefore, a Criminal Act can be de ned as an act that is prohibited and has the threat of punishment for any person who breaks violates the prohibition. In principle, any criminal act must consist of a physical wrongdoing, as there must be a cause and e ect inherent in the act. Aside from the cause and e ect, the act must also consist of a condition that brings to rise some motivation for the act. Such motivating conditions can, according to van Hamel, be categorised either as intrinsic or extrinsic. Furthermore, acts can be subjectively criminal or objectively criminal.
According to Article 2 Paragraph (1) Corruption when there is freedom of discretion in a particular decision but, although the decision seems legitimate, it is not acceptable practice in the eyes of the members of the organisation is called discretionary corruption. The inclusion of the crime of money laundering in the criteria, because it acts result in losses. Semakkin economic losses will increase when linked to globalization. Globalization has spurred not only a legitimate economic activity between countries but also fueled illegal activities. The crime of money laundering in international accounting concept also resulted in the current account de cit, leading to statistical error and possibly lead to secret money.
Money laundering is a process to conceal the source of money derived from crime, so that criminals can freely use the money safely. In this case as well be used to nance certain as that of organized crime. Money laundering thus supporting the development of a crime, which means that will result in a huge loss to the community. Criminalization do not solely intended for revenge, it means that in looking at the problem is not only to provide a sanction alone but more than that, it should also think about the e ectiveness of sanctions.
Besides criminalization should have broader goals, such as maintaining nancial stability, con dence in the nancial institutions. Given the nature of the followup crimes of criminalization is ultimately expected to tackle major crime (core crimes). For example, to catch the perpetrators laundering of proceeds of crime organized crime is expected to be the main perpetrator was arrested anyway. The suspect should be consider the subject, not the object. As such, that which is under investigation is not the suspect. It is the criminal act that is the object of investigation; the investigation is aimed at the acts that have been committed. The suspect must be considered innocent, in accordance with the principle of presumption of innocence, until such a time as the court passes a nalised decision." Thus, the principle of presumption of innocence must be upheld to the highest by a nation of Rule of Law and democracy as de ned in Article 1 Paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution." Pretrail is conducted by a single judge appointed by the chief or chairman of the district court and assisted by a court clerk.
Constitutional Court Decision No. 21/PUU-XII/2014 broadened the pretrial authorities. In its decision, the court stated, "When the Criminal Code was established in 1981, the naming of suspects was not a crucial or problematic issue for the people of Indonesia. At that time, the meaning of coercive measures was conventionally limited to arrest, detention, investigation and prosecution. Today however, the meaning has been broadened or modi ed, one example of which is the de nition, "the naming of a suspect by the investigator", which is conducted by the state as a means of attaching the label or status of "suspect" to an individual without any clear limitation of time, such that the individual is forced by the state to accept said status with no opportunity to implement any legal e ort to assess the legality or purity of purpose of the naming. Meanwhile, the law should adopt the objectives of justice and practicality at once so that should the social environment become more complex, the law should be further clari ed in a scienti c manner through the use of better language (Shidarta, 2013: 207-214) . In other words, the principle of caution should be maintained at all times by law enforcers in the naming of suspects. In order to ful l the objectives of the law, it is essential that the rule of law and the protection of the rights of suspects during investigation and prosecution be upheld in the pretrial process ( 
III. CONC USION
Based on criminal law theory, money laundering is, in essence, a subsequent crime that requires a predicate crime, such as corruption, making it profoundly di cult to prove without rst proving the predicate crimes. 
